We are grateful to Professor Jellinger for his comments. In Table 3 of our paper [1] , we thought it would be useful to summarize only the salient histopathological features of entities that would be considered for a differential diagnosis. As with all such didactic tables, not all features of lesser importance could be listed. Indeed, Iseki et al. [2] mentioned thorn-shaped astrocytes in the CA1 subregion in neurofibrillary tangle predominant dementia (NFTD), but Jellinger and Bancher [3] indicated that ''Tau-IR astroglial inclusions, such as tufted astrocytes (…) and astrocytic plaques (…) were rarely observed on reexamination of personal cases''. In another paper, Jellinger and Attems [4] mentioned tufted astrocytes as a rare phenomenon similar to Alzheimer disease, and astrocytic plaques as rare/occasional. However, we agree with Professor Jellinger that the astrogliopathy in the complex tauopathy described by our group [1] differs from that described in NFTD both morphologically and on the level of anatomical distribution. While ghost tangles are a very important component of the neuropathology of NFTD, our cases of the complex tauopathy only occasionally exhibited these, which thus were not included in Table 3 .
We hope that further cases of the complex tauopathy will be reported. Indeed, in the follow-up of the VITA study that initiated us to report these cases, we have already observed further cases. It is a challenge not only to consider and diagnose such cases, but also to understand still more the pathobiological basis of such peculiar neurodegenerative constellations.
